
Junior Backend developer
Parklio is a group of passionate problem-solvers that val-
ues team, clients and user experiences just as much as the 
software and hardware that we build. We hold each other 
accountable, challenge ourselves to pursue excellence in 
everything we do, and are intentional about becoming 
market leader in parking and mobility services.

In order to expand our core development team, we need 
a Junior Backend developer with experience in Node.js or 
Laravel which can support us in developing some revolu-
tionary features which will be used across the globe. This 
is a rare opportunity to work in a company which has its 
own product and production line, robotic arms and other 
high tech machines which are used to build best parking 
products in the world under the brand of Parklio.

Responsibilities:
� Develop client/server API interactions, database models 

and server functionality for enterprise-grade SaaS 
products

� Develop microservices to enhance and optimize our 
products

� Constant improvement of our products by utilizing new 
technologies

� Work and collaborate with the rest of the engineering 
team

Requirements:
� Knowledge and experience with Node.js or Laravel

� Strong problem solving and debugging skills

� Willingness to learn from, work with and interact with a 
team

� +1 years of experience in the required fields

� Git experience

� Additional bonus is experience with CI/CD and Docker

� Linux knowledge

� Familiarity with the whole web stack, including proto-
cols and web server optimization techniques

What do we offer?
� Competitive salary in accordance with knowledge and 

experience 

� Vacation policy adjusted to your needs

� Work with the latest technologies 

� Work on a unique parking solution used worldwide 

� Opportunity for further development within a 
fast-growing company present in over 35 countries in 
the world

� Unlimited budget for educations (online courses, books, 
etc…)

� Flexible working hours 

jobs@parklio.com

Apply now
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